Thoracic spinal schwannoma with massive intratumoural haemorrhage

Spinální schwannom v oblasti hrudní páteře s masivním intratumorálním krvácením

Dear Editor,

Schwannomas are benign, slow-growing tumours, arising from the Schwann cells of the nerve sheath. Spinal schwannomas have an incidence of 0.3–0.4 cases in every 100,000 persons per year and account for approximately 13% of all spinal tumours [1].

The classic pattern of growth is dumbbell-shaped. The majority are subdural extramedullary, but completely extradural schwannomas can also be found.

Patients usually present with radiculopathy followed by slowly progressive spinal cord compression syndrome.

The treatment of choice is always surgical, total resection being curative.

Up to this point, there have been only a few cases of schwannomas presenting with intratumoural haemorrhage reported in the literature. We present a case of a thoracospinal schwannoma with acute intrathecal bleeding.

A 72-year-old man was admitted with abrupt onset of paraplegia. The patient had a history of high frequency atrial fibrillation and was undergoing treatment with oral anticoagulants. The initial examination showed international normalized ratio (INR) of 9.4. Doppler ultrasonography of the lower limbs revealed no signs of thrombosis. The cerebral CT scan excluded ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke or subarachnoid haemorrhage.

Upon admission, a neurological exam showed T6 American Spinal Injury Association score (ASIA). A paraplegia, absent deep tendon reflexes in the lower limbs, plantar reflexes, and cutaneous abdominal reflexes and loss of sphincter control. A spinal MRI revealed an extramedullary T5–T6 thoracic lesion (Fig. 1).

The patient underwent emergency surgery. We performed decompressive T4–T7 laminectomies and left T5–T6 facetectomy. We found an encapsulated, red extradural tumour, Asazuma IIb, measuring 4.5 × 2.5 × 1.5 cm, causing massive compression of the spinal cord. The tumour was attached to the T5 left nerve root. A fenestration was made within the tumour capsule in order to perform intracapsular debulking. We found an intratumoural haematoma, which was evacuated. The extraradicular part of the tumour was gradually brought into the surgical field by staged intracapsular debulking and progressively pulling the capsule inside the spinal canal. As the tumour was easily mobilised through the enlarged foramen, we did not need to perform an extracapsular approach. Finally, the tumour capsule was dissected free from its attachment from the T5 nerve root, achieving total resection (Fig. 2). The histopathological exam revealed an Antoni A schwannoma with intratumoural haemorrhage.

The patient presented no postoperative complications. In the 1st day following surgery, the patient regained sensitivity in his lower limbs and during the following days, he partially regained motor function in the right lower limb (ASIA 2). No sphincter function was regained. Neurorehabilitation began on the 3rd day after surgery. A postoperative MRI showed T4–T7 laminectomies, complete resection of the tumour and reexpansion of the spinal cord.

Two months after surgery, he had full sensitivity and ASIA 3 motor function in his lower limbs and had regained sphincter control. At the 6- and 12-month follow-ups he had ASIA 4 motor function in his lower limbs.

Schwannomas are slow-growing, benign tumours which only exceptionally present with haemorrhage. Searching the relevant literature, we were able to find only 44 cases from 1930 to 2017. Spinal schwannomas with haemorrhagic onset can be found in any part of the spinal canal, from C1–C2 [2,3] to the cauda equina.

Bleeding can occur intratumourally, in the subarachnoid space and/or in the subdural space. Intratumoural bleeding causes rapid tumour enlargement and patients present with sudden onset of spinal cord compression. Intratumoural bleeding had been reported in only 12 patients until now.

There are a number of theories that can explain the possible mechanism of bleeding. The vascular theory [4] assumes...
Fig. 1. Spinal MRI. A – sagittal T2W, B – sagittal T1W, C – axial T1W. Extramedullary, inhomogeneous, thoracic lesion, occupying the spinal canal, compressing the spinal cord and extending extraforaminally, enlarging the left T5–6 foramen.

T1W – T1-weighted image; T2W – T2-weighted image

Fig. 2. Intraoperative images. A – encapsulated, extramedullary tumour, B – fenestration in the tumour capsule, C – evacuation of an intracapsular haematoma, D – final aspect with total resection of the tumour.
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that the tumour induces the formation of abnormal vessels and thrombosis. The central ischaemic necrosis theory preserves that haemorrhage appears due to unequal balance between the tumour growth and neo-vessel formation. The mechanical theory implies rupture of the peritumoural vessels due to traction induced by tumour growth [5]. Furthermore, secondary bleeding from the tumour may occur due to the misuse of oral anticoagulants [6,7] or traumatic events [8].

We consider that prolonged overdose of oral anticoagulants favoured bleeding from an already existing spinal schwannoma. The patient had no history of neurological deficits, although he had a benign spinal tumour, slowly growing for a long period of time, causing enlargement of the vertebral foramen and posterior arch atrophy compression. The patient became symptomatic only after acute bleeding occurred inside the tumour, causing massive and sudden expansion of the capsule.

Surgery for thoracic schwannomas consists in posterior (hemilaminectomy, laminectomy, ± facetectomy), posterolateral (transpedicular, costotransversectomy), lateral (lateral extracavity thoracic), anterior (transthoracic) or combined approaches. The surgery chosen for treatment of our lesion was a posterior approach T4–T7 laminectomy. We chose this wide approach in order to get an access to the entire tumour mass and one level above and one level below the lesion. Besides good visualisation of both the tumour and levels above and below the lesion, a wide opening of the spinal canal is indicated in patients with acute spinal compression syndrome because it provides large decompression of the spinal cord. The left facetectomy was needed in a posterior approach to gain access to the intraforaminal and extraforaminal parts of the tumour. The posterior approach provides the widest spinal decompression and it is suitable in large tumours because the larger the tumour, the bigger the surgical corridor. We were able to preserve the nerve root, although in this location the nerve root can be safely sectioned.

The particularity of this case is unusual presentation with massive intratumoural bleeding in a thoracic schwannoma. This rare case suggests that neurosurgeons should be aware of the possible rapid evolution and abrupt neurological deterioration of a patient with a spinal schwannoma, especially when the patient is following chronic anticoagulant therapy.

Spinal schwannomas presenting with haemorrhage are extremely rare, only 44 cases have been reported since 1930. There are a number of theories that can explain intratumoural haemorrhage; however, one must not exclude secondary reasons, such as improper dosing of oral anticoagulants. Furthermore, we emphasise the need to include intratumoural bleeding in a spinal schwannoma as a differential diagnosis in patients presenting with abrupt neurological deficit. Surgery is the treatment of choice in patients with acute spinal cord compression and intracanal lesions, to ensure a good neurological outcome.
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